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The Conductors Survey 2001 

 

The Survey Objectives: 

The outcome of the Survey will be an article for publication on the current standing of the Ancient & Honourable 

Appointment of Conductor amongst those who have been recently appointed.  Its objectives therefore were:  

1. To clarify the current standing of the appointment for those who know little of the appointment of 

'Conductor'.  

2. To review the current roles of modern 'Conductors'. What do they do in the Army of the 21st century? 

Almost all of what is written concentrates on the origins and history of the appointment; none 

emphasize the contemporary nature of the job.  

3. That the article should inform Regular & TA senior ranks, and others of the modern interpretation of 

the appointment. It should enable those holding Senior Rank in the RLC to aspire to this very senior of 

appointments. 

A copy of the Introductory letter is attached below.  The Survey was sent to 17 serving Conductors, by post with SAE 

for return. 12 forms were returned, a response rate of over 70%. A summary of those returns follows.  
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SURVEY OF THE CURRENT STANDING OF THE APPOINTMENT OF CONDUCTOR - SUMMARY 

 

Number of Responses: 12/17 = 71% 

Names and Job/Posting and Unit Address have been withheld for Security reasons 

Question Response 

Age: Ranged between 36 - 43 

How long have you held the 

Appointment of 

'Conductor'? 

Ranged between <3months – >4 Yrs 

Briefly describe the work 

you do as 'Conductor':  

• Senior - Mov Con 

• Senior Pet Op, - Variable 

• Sp Projects, Representing the Corps on external committees 

• FOWO - materiel support to Log Bde 

• SA Ops & Plans - Produce & promulgate policy 

• Instr Army Sch of Ammo 

• CCWO – Advise on Op/Ex and peacetime Food Svcs. Represent Army in Def Cat 

Gp., SME for Cat Trg. 

• DOWO – Senior RLC Rep within the Unit 

• SA G3 Trg & Projects – No different to SSM. 

• Trg Officer Combat Sp Svcs, Signals & NVQ Internal Verifier 

• SA RLC Trg Wing 

To whom do you report as 

Conductor? 

DCOS x 1; Trade SO2 x 4; Head of Bus Systems; Dir DSDA; Cmd Ammo Tech Offr; SO1 

/DCOS; Comd Log Sp; OC; 

On Appointment, did you 

find a source of help and 

information on the 'New' 

Appointment? 

YES x 6 / NO x 6 

If you did, what was the 

source? 

Self help; QRs x 2; Service with ROAC; RLC Journal x 2, Sen Cdr x 3; Ex Cdrs x 3; Corps 

Policy; Parchment Ceremony 

How much di you know 

about the Appointment of 

Conductor before the 

appointment? 

A lot 1 sufficient 6 a little 5 not enough 0 
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The appointment of 

'Conductor' is bestowed with 

many privileges and 

features. On appointment, 

were you aware of any, or all 

the following? Please tick or 

cross each. 

• The history of the 'Ancient Appointment of Conductor' and its importance in 

Army history. X 11 

• That, on parade, Conductors take post as Officers and do not salute. X 9 

• That Conductors are entitled to Honorary Membership of the Mess, where 

there too few to form a Mess of their own. X 10 

• That until 1879 Conductors were civil servants and not part of the Army. X 4 

• That some references suggest that Conductors share precedence with Master 

Gunners. X 2 

• That other references suggest that Conductors have precedence over all other 

NCO Ranks. X10 

• That officially you are to be referred to as "Conductor" and no other term (SSM, 

Mr, etc. and in Written form (Cdr) not (CDR)). X10  

• That the number of Conductors is restricted to 10% of RLC WO1's less RSM's 

and those on any extended arrangements 

Do you know of any other 

privileges or conditions 

associated with the 

Appointment of Conductor 

not mentioned here? 

• Use of the Officers Mess at Cos Discretion x 2 

• Wear a Cape & Carry a baton 

• Don’t carry out Orderly Duties x3 

• Do not attend Mess Meetings 

• Chairing Corps Dinner Nights when Royalty is present 

• None x 4 

During the 'Conductors 

Parchment Ceremony' in 

June, the following were 

discussed informally. Please 

tick those that you are 

interested in taking further. 

• An addition/alteration to the Mess Dress - a red jacket or inner jacket or a 

Silver/Gold 'Gorge' worn at the throat/chest of the inner jacket or larger 

badge of rank.  8 

• A black tee-shirt for use with CS95 x 5 

• Some other identifying feature. X 3 

• Your suggestion:  

• Blue Gorget edged in scarlet x 3 

• Roll of Honour x 2 

• Better awareness in RLC Units and wider Army 

• Link appointment to Senior posts 

Would you like a copy of the 

final Article? 

Yes x 12 

Is there anything else you 

wish to add? 

• Cdrs should be on higher pay x 3 

• Represent Trades and groups dealing with wider Army issues 

• Recognition of Seniority at RSMs Convention 

• Make the best of findings 

• Must be portrayed as a position to aspire to.  

• Cdrs not profiled as ‘Top of the Tree’ 

• Citation like that of WO, by Sec of State for Defence on behalf of the Queen 

• Findings should have the widest publicity. 

• Excellent to see the research, it will benefit future Cdrs and inform those with 

little understanding 
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General Conclusions 

• A wide range of responsibilities and reporting 

• Main function is Heads of Trade 

• Still confusion as to role on appointment with appointees needing to research the Appointment. 

• Great interest in further recognition in both dress and pay. 

• Great interest in informing Units and Cos about the Appointment, perhaps where Cdrs are not located 

in RLC formations. 

 

MPC 

Nov2001  
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From Warrant Officer Class One (Conductor) MP Coyle RLC(V) 

 

REGIMENTAL WARRANT OFFICER OF VOLUNTEERS HEADQUARTERS RLC 

TERRITORIAL ARMY 

Prince William of Gloucester Barracks Grantham Lincolnshire NG31 7TJ 

Telephone: Grantham Military (94452) ) Ext 3339 

Or (0115) 957 3339 

Fax: Grantham Military (94452) ) Ext 3202 

Or (0115) 957 3202 

 

 

Your Reference: Our Reference: 

See Distribution           Date: 28 Oct-01 

 

 

SURVEY OF THE CURRENT STANDING OF THE APPOINTMENT OF CONDUCTOR 

I am currently working on an article for publication, on the current position of the role of 'Conductor' and I need your 

1aelp! 

My aim for the article is threefold: first, to clarify the current standing of the appointment for those who know little of 

the appointment of 'Conductor'. Secondly, to review the current roles of modern 'Conductors'. What do they do in the 

Army of the 21st century? Almost all of what is written concentrates on the origins and history of the appointment; 

none emphasise the contemporary nature of the job. Thirdly, the article should inform Regular & TA senior ranks, and 

others of the modern interpretation of the appointment. It should enable those holding Senior Rank in the RLC to 

aspire to this very senior of appointments. 

I enclose a questionnaire. I would be grateful if you would complete it and return it to me in the envelope provided. I 

would also be grateful to receive any comments you may have about your appointment as Conductor or the 

appointment in general. 

Thanks in advance of your help. I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

MP Coyle WO1 (Cdr) 


